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An inventory of the element of the intangible cultural heritage
1. Defining the element of intangible cultural heritage
1. 1 Element Name: The Palestinian embroidery
1. 2 The element’s other names: peasant embroidery, peasant sew, peasant stitch,
cross stitch.
1. 3 Domains of the intangible cultural heritage to which the element belongs:
•
•
•
•

Social practices, rituals and celebrations.
Knowledge and practices related to nature and the universe.
Skills related to traditional craft arts.
Oral traditions and expressions, including language, as a means of
intangible cultural heritage.
• Traditional handicrafts.
1. 4 The society or societies concerned with the element:
1. All Palestinians wherever they live, as embroidery is intertwined in many
popular practices and rituals and it is an integral part of their wear, that is
taught to daughters by their grandmothers and mothers.
2. Women and girls in Palestinian society as a whole, in cities, villages, and
refugee camps, and wherever Palestinian women live in Palestine or in their
places of refuge.
3. Institutions supporting the embroidery heritage done by male and female
employees working in the workshops of charitable societies.
4. Factories’ and workshops’ owners who use embroidery units in their
products such as workshops making accessories and traditional jewelry.
5. Popular artists interested in heritage such as the Dabkeh groups, as well as
painters who express their community in their paintings.
1. 5 The natural (geographic) location of the element:
Embroidery art is widespread in Palestine: (in cities, villages, and refugee camps).
Palestinian women continued carrying this traditional art that expresses their
identity in the refugee camps in Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, and in their place of
residence all over the world as a symbol of heritage, through which they express
themselves. They copied the drawings of the traditional dress and its story as it is
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for each region, where Ramallah embroidery was known for the painting of the
palm tree, while embroidery of Al-Bireh city was known for its Queen's dress. In
particular, women in the city of Al-Bireh show off their traditional dresses on
special occasions such the festive day of Hennah. Embroidery of Gaza was known
for the drawing of the pillow or scissors. In Beersheba it was known for the use
of spells’ drawing, as the embroidery in Bethlehem is known for the collar design.
As for Jaffa, its embroidery is known for the drawing of a cypress with a base.
Beit Dajan is known for the beauty and the density of its embroidered dress. The
embroidered dress of Hebron region is distinguished by the so called, the red stitch
of Pasha Tent, and each village of Palestine has its own dress with its colors,
drawings and connotations. After 1948, the Palestinians continued to use
embroidery on their furniture and clothing wherever they live in and out of
Palestine. Embroidery became a symbol of the Palestinian identity, and the
Palestinian cause and the tragedies suffered by the people of Palestine had
affected the form and drawings of Palestinian embroidery. After the Intifada, new
forms and patterns of garments were born, where the drawings focused on olive
branches, peace doves, and on the map of Palestine with the colors of the
Palestinian flag. The embroidered Thobe was named the Intifada Thobe.
1. 6 A brief description of the element
Embroidery is a type of sewing that uses needles and threads to draw flowers,
sparrows, and spells in specific colors, especially red, on silk, linen, and cotton
fabrics, in order to decorate women's clothing, household linens. And baby
clothes. The drawings are related to place, surrounding environment, nature and
universe, and ancient "mythology" beliefs.
The art of embroidery has evolved and became a popular handcraft practiced daily
by women and girls that expresses the identity of the Palestinians wherever they
lives. It is an art that connects the Palestinian with his history, past and place of
residence, and a daily practice that expresses his existence. That is why
embroidery is closely related to the popular Palestinian dress of women, and is
called the Palestinian peasant dress that Palestinian women wear in their daily
lives, occasions and celebrations. The embroidered dress of the Palestinian
women became a symbol of their identity, and a feature of the Palestinian society.
Palestinian women carried that popular art with them to their places of refuge in
the Palestinian camps, and to their places of residence in the diaspora. Over many
years of refuge, Palestinian women and girls remained attached to the
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embroidered dress which they learned to embroider from their mothers and
grandmothers.
Every bride had to make embroidered pillows, quilts and bedspreads for her new
marital home in addition to provide the first child's trousseau, including his
embroidered clothes, collars and coverings
Palestinian embroidery is an art related to three important pillars: the deeply
rooted religions and beliefs, the environment that embraces it and the behaviors,
customs and traditions that people stick to because they consider them as an
expression of their identity. Therefore, the Palestinian peasant dress is a heritage
landmark expressing the identity of the Palestinian individual with regard to his
land, time, roots, and unity, and also it expresses his own personal story.
This art gradually turned into a traditional feminist craft for the Palestinian family
to live on. Embroidery has established its own original technique, and has specific
meanings and connotations that express the culture of the place for thousands of
years. It is a form of the Canaanite civilization that is concerned with beauty.
Palestinian embroideries are distinguished by drawings of the surrounding
environment or the prevailing beliefs in meaningful colors that they make on
particular fabrics that are known in Palestine. As a result of the influence of
embroidery on time, place and beliefs, we can say that the embroidered
Palestinian dress is a place-based product, where the type of embroidery on the
dress indicates the identity of the woman who wears it: to which place does she
belong, and what is her social status, is she single, married, widowed, divorced,
or bride. There are specific clues in the stitch, color, fabric, density of embroidery,
or drawings that indicate the identity of the woman who owns the dress and her
story.
The Palestinian catastrophe of 1948 affected the region including the development
of peasant embroidery and its route. After peasant embroidery was restricted to
the women of the village, it moved to Palestinian cities and spread to the Arab
countries through thousands of Palestinians who had been obliged to abandon
their country. Therefore, the Palestinian embroidery became a symbol of the
national identity and gained much interest as reflecting that identity. Hence,
women’s associations rushed to help Palestinian women, and have established
centers to help women in production and marketing of embroideries.
2. Characteristics of the element
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2. 1 Practitioners and performers directly concerned with the performance of the
intangible cultural heritage
No.

Organization Name
1 Kufur Ne’meh Society

2 Birzeit University Friends
Association
3 Association of Women’s
Action for Training and
Rehabilitation
4 Al-Inqath
Society
for
Charitable
Development
E.C.D.
5 Tiraz museum "Widad Kamel
Kawar"
6 Camp Recovery Association
7 In’ash El Usra Society
8 The Zay Initiative
9 Palestinian Heritage Center
10 Anata Cultural Center
11 Popular Art Center
12 Noura Heritage House
13 The Palestinian Museum
14 Birzeit University Museum
15 Women’s Cultural Society for
Popular Heritage
16 Al-Eizariya
Charitable
Society
17 Union of Palestinian Women
Committees
18 Asfour for Embroidery
19 Lamsat Ummi Center for the
Arts and Heritage
20 Azhar Center for Palestinian
heritage
21 Pearl embroidery
22 Deir Jrir Women Society for
Development
23 Ayadina for the Palestinian
Heritage

Person in charge
Mariam Maali
Samah Hamed

Region
Ramallah / Kufur
Ne’meh
Ramallah / Birzeit

Ghadeer
Ghazawneh

Ramallah / Kaddoura
camp
Qalqilya

Widad Kawar

Jordan Amman

Farida Al-Amad
Lina Hijazi
Maha Al Sakka
Sherin Allan
Iman Hammouri
Nora Abdeen
Bahaa Al Jubeh
Birzeit University
Hiyam Abu Zahra

Lebanon / Beirut
El Bireh
Ramallah
Bethlehem
Jerusalem / Anata
Ramallah
Ramallah
Birzeit
Ramallah / Birzeit
Jenin
Al-Eizariya

Nevin Samara

Ramallah

Subhi Asfour
Fayeq Awais

Ramallah
Ramallah
Dibwan"
Hebron

Lamis Jaradat

"Deir

Badirah Zayid

Ramallah / Betunia
Ramallah / Deir Jrir

Nuha Leftawi

Ramallah
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24 Roots
of
Palestinian Maazouzah
embroideries
Shararah
25 Artisana for embroidery and Rihab Daqawiah
handicrafts

Beit Jala
Ramallah

Names of people from the Embroidery Heritage Campaign:
No,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Name
Ruqaya Abbas Umm Ibrahim

Region
Al-Wehdat Camp /
Jordan
Dalal Abu Shamsiyeh
Al-Baqa'a Camp /
Jordan
Sumoud Jamlan " Shal Project"
Nablus / Assira Al
Shamaliyah
Mai Salama "a traditional touch"
Ramallah
George El-Aama /A Private Museum For Bethlehem
Palestinian Embroidery"
Ayat Owais
A university student
/Nablus
Imtiaz Abu Awwad / Orjwan Fashion for Ramallah
Embroidery
Fatin Moussa Embroideries
Ramallah / Betunia
Laila Nazzal / an embroidery trainer
Bethlehem / Beit Jala
Sabha Abu Ali / an embroidery trainer
Hebron / Yatta
Layali Rashmawi / an embroidery trainer
Bethlehem
Maha Abu Shousheh / A Private Museum Ramallah
For Palestinian Embroidery"
Zahira Zaqtan / an author
Ramallah
Tania Tamari Nasser / author of books on Ramallah / Birzeit
embroidery.
Nabil Al-Anani / Fine Artist
Halhul / resides in
Ramallah
Mary Youssef Anastas, a heritage Bethlehem
gathering
Irene Anstas / Fine Artist
Bethlehem
Osama Al-Silwadi
Ramallah
Duaa Jumaa Al-Junaidi / an embroidery Hebron
worker
Firas Dudin / a participant in making the Hebron / Dora
biggest embroidered dress
Kifaya Ali Al-Khatib / an embroidery Ramallah
worker
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34

35

Shadia Yousef Al-Khatib
Ramallah
Mai Hajjaj
Qalqilya
Nadine Moheeb Touqan / Architect and Jerusalem
Fine Artist
Dr. Sherif Kanaaneh / Heritage Expert
Galilee / Arrabah
Nabil Alqam / Heritage Expert
Ramallah
Omar Hamdan / Heritage Expert
Walid Rabee / Heritage Expert
Ittaf Umm Imad Al-Mimi
Qalqilya
Dalal Mohammad
Qalqilya
Lama Kilani / Heritage Accessories
Nablus
Umm Sawsan
Ramallah / shop
Abu Al-Munthir Al-Debwani
Ramallah / several
branches
in
the
governorates
Lamis Al-Barghouthi
Jordan / Bousalah
Association for Culture
and Arts
Ruba Al Thahir
Tiraz Museum

Element properties:
Embroidery took root in the Palestinian dress after 1948 and became a symbol of
the Palestinian identity, in addition to being a beautiful declaration, indicating
originality.
Embroidery in Palestine is used on most of the home furniture. The Palestinian
women embroider the covers of pillows, quilts, sheets, and kitchen tools, and they
adds embroidery to things they want to decorate.
Palestinian embroidery has special rules. The original Palestinian dress consists
of embroidering four veins and a collar with specific drawings indicating
meanings that are understood by the people of the region. The formation of
embroidery has changed and its type developed in colors according to the desire
of women, their financial ability and the influence of their places of refuge. As for
the arrangement of embroidery, it was not random, but it has established rules.
Each embroidery unit has its specific position, use and significance; and the
“Palestinian peasant stitch” has several forms; and among of the most famous
Palestinian stitches are: the Cypress Tree, the Palm Tree of Ramallah and its
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region, the Hujub of Jaffa, a tent The Pasha Tent of Hebron and the Al Kiladah
(necklace) of Gaza.
Embroidery was done on locally woven linen cloth called Al-Roumy or the
Ruhbani (monastic); and sometimes it was done on a mixture of linen and cotton
called Al Qarawi (the villager). As for the embroidery threads, the use of silk
thread prevailed, and these threads were imported from Lebanon and Syria from
silk farms where they were dyed by natural dyes such as indigo for white and blue
and walnut peels for green and worm silk for red.
In the late 1980s, embroidery became an industry that contributed to family
income, and the number of women's sewing shops affiliated to women's charities
in which women work, has increased. Palestinian embroidery with its known
beautiful stitches and sews became a spreading mode and fashion, and included
shawls, jackets, coats, trousers, blouses, and bridal suits.

The embroidered garment is wore on important occasions, and women take pride
in the embroidered garment and compete in its acquisition. Among the most
important occasions in which Palestinian women show the importance of
embroidery are the following:
1. The Henna night: The bride wears the most beautiful clothes embroidered
with Palestinian embroidery on the day of Henna, which is the celebration
of the bride before the wedding by all her girl friends and relatives, who
wear the embroidered dress and are proud of it.
2. Bride trousseau: The bride is equipped with her embroidered bedspreads.
3. The first little born boy's trousseau: The grandmothers prepare a trousseau
for their first born grandchildren. The trousseau includes clothes,
embroidered collar embroidered coverings and blankets, in preparation for
receiving the new baby and blue embroideries for the boy and pink for the
girl.
4. Official ceremonies, to show Palestinian identity and belonging, as women
wear embroidered clothing with Palestinian embroidery to indicate roots
and identity.
5. Popular celebrations: in their shows girls of folk dance groups wear the
embroidered Palestinian dress, and traditional fashion shows are held under
the title "Our Dress is our Identity". Young initiatives have emerged that
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are very interested in the element of the embroidered Palestinian peasant
dress.
5. 2 Methods of transferring the element and the skills related to it to other
members of society.
The methods of transferring the skills and rituals related to embroidery can be
summarized by the following:
• Intergenerational transmission,: where grandmothers and mothers teach
their daughters and granddaughters how to embroider in their homes.
• Stories, novels, myths and tales told by embroidery ,as the embroidered
woman's dress turns into a story woven with threads, in which there are
meanings and allusions full of hints that are related to traditional rituals,
religions, environment and the social status of the owner of the garment.
Furthermore, practices and customs contribute to the transfer of this
element and to its development. For example, competition over showing
off the embroidered garments on Henna Day made the demand for
embroidery even greater.
• Books, studies and research prepared by field researchers and collectors of
intangible heritage.
• Meetings, seminars and workshops held by local community institutions.
• The plans and projects adopted by the relevant ministries and government
departments related to embroidery in all governorates of the country.
• Curricula prepared by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education,
which give special attention to Palestinian embroidery in curricula and
extracurricular activities.
• Establishing many charitable societies, and many heritage carriers that
invest their expertise in embroidery by launching embroidery workshops
belonging to these societies to support and empower Palestinian women
through employing them in producing Palestinian embroideries and
improve the income of poor families.
• Folklore: Dabke dancers and popular singers wear embroidered Palestinian
dress, as well; there are many popular proverbs that applause the Palestinian
dress for its beauty.
• Light industries: Embroidered units had entered in the manufacture of tools
that people use in their lives such as carving with these units on cups, mugs
and trays, and many of the household tools, bags and carpets.
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• Establishing museums, exhibitions and bazaars to display products of
handicrafts related to embroidery as one of the traditional arts, and
organizing festivals to display Palestinian embroidery.
• Radio and TV programs: the official television also displays important
television programs on peasant embroidery, with the aim of identifying,
publicizing and encouraging dealing with this craft as a craft that expresses
identity.
• Exhibitions for embroideries that are held throughout the year everywhere
in Palestine and the diaspora.
• Youth initiatives interested in displaying this "embroidery" element of
heritage, such as the initiative of (Our Custom Is or Identity) and the
initiative of embroider the largest garment in the world and recording it in
Guinness World Records.
6. 2 Establishments and organizations concerned in the element such as
(ministries / associations / civil society organizations and others, if any):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ministry of Culture.
Ministry of Education.
Charitable societies.
In’ash El Usra Society / Ramallah.
Camp Rehabilitation Society / Beirut.
The Environmental Museum in Bethlehem.
Birzeit University Museum.
The Palestinian Museum.
Palestinian TV.
Tiraz Center for Arabic Dress / Amman, Jordan.
Heritage Preservation Center / Bethlehem
Birzeit University Friends Association / Bir Zeit
Palestinian clothing stores.
Ministry of Economy.
Vocational training centers.
Palestinian Child Home Society / Hebron.
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3. Status of the Element and its ability to survive and sustain:
3. 1 Threats that impede the movement and exercise of the Element within the
community / communities concerned:
The most important problems that embroidery faces:
• Mixing the forms of embroidery in a way that distorts its concept and
purpose: Embroidery is still a cross-generational art and it is transferred
from generation to generation through the hands of women. This art was
influenced by the place and the quality of fabrics and threads, in addition
to being affected by the prevailing fashion. Embroidery did not remain pure
as it was before, but over the years preserved its Palestinian symbolic
identity. Palestinian embroidery took a new form within the large range of
arts by entering embroidery units into industries such as engraving on wood
and glass. Therefore, it is used in many industries, such as embroidery on
the Palestinian Keffiyeh and in the furniture and clothing industries as an
embroidery unit and as home linens, and not as an integrated embroidery
piece. Palestinian women also continued to be interested in embroidering
their dresses, which is the traditional dress of Palestinian women.
• The non-authentic hybrid creation: The process of creating Palestinian
embroidery, and the peasant stitch in many industries, themselves carried a
lot of threat to this stitch and its original form. Unacceptable forms of
embroidery appeared, such as embroidery on shoes, and this in the
Palestinian tradition is reprehensible. Patterns of embroidery, stitches, sew
and colors had been also changed and slowly start getting away from the
spirit of pure Palestinian embroidery, which represents heritage and its
symbolism.
• Disorder, random mixing of drawings and lack of embroidery technique
mastery: Disorder in this art and the entry of many manual workers to
embroidery craft, which are hands that do not master embroidery as a
handmade art, led to the appearance of types of very ugly embroidery that
suffers of bad aesthetic sense due to lack of skill in embroidery and lack of
arrangement. This may lead to the reluctance of young generations to
embrace embroidery art, and put it in the category of unwanted art for many
girls. Palestinian embroidery has its own techniques and methods, as it
stems from knowledge, acquaintance and skill, and when practiced by
hands that have nothing to do with this art, its meanings and symbolism,
embroidery will lose its meaning and its symbolism will be vanished. This
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will enhance the state of artistic chaos in the course of intergenerational
transfers of this art. Embroidering on the garment and home furnishings
was not done by Palestinians for the purpose of decoration, it has a higher
purpose, which is to protect the Palestinian identity and adhere to it.
• Mechanization (embroidery mechanization): The entry of machines into
embroidery led to the deterioration of this art. As the high prices of handmade embroideries contributed greatly to the replacement of hand-made
embroideries with the pieces done by machines because they are less
expensive, especially since the Palestinian people generally has limited
income. Hence patterns of cheap embroideries of ugly setting may distort
this art.
• Lack of knowledge of what embroidery is and its foundations, as a large
number of hands working in embroidery have little skill and lack mastery
and knowledgeable awareness of embroidery, its meanings and
significance.
• The attempt to steal this heritage by groups unrelated to Palestinian
embroidery, with the aim of robbing Palestinians of their culture and totally
erasing them culturally.
3. 2 Preservation measures taken to address any of these threats, and to encourage
their future revitalization.
1. The community should participate through the heritage campaign and the
workers in embroidery in preserving this art. The community has been
interested in establishing charitable societies concerned with embroidery,
especially those related to Palestinian dress duly.
2. Carrying out studies on Palestinian embroidery, including the
transformations that occurred in it after 1948, taking into account that
Palestinians were displaced and scattered all over regions of the earth, and
since embroidery is the language of space and time, it is natural that it is
affected by the political and social situation of the Palestinians wherever
they are found.
3. Holding the Heritage Day. On October 7th of each year, Palestine
celebrates the Palestinian Heritage Day. Celebrations and festivals are held
for this purpose.
4. Holding festivals and fashion shows for the Palestinian embroidered dress
in all governorates, and the Palestinian dress day was set in July of each
year.
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5. The Ministry of Education is interested in spreading the art of embroidery
through its curricula among the younger generations.
6. Printing books that contribute to preserving the heritage of embroidery and
provide knowledge of this art and how to communicate it in a proper way.
7. Making radio and television programs on this topic.
8. The Ministry of Culture holds training workshops on the art of peasant
embroidery in many schools and universities.
9. Making the largest embroidered Thobe in the world to indicate the
importance of the embroidered garment to Palestinians and its registration
into Guinness World Records.
10. The reproduction of the original Palestinian gowns with high
craftsmanship, handcraft techniques and the quality of materials used in
order to reflect the Palestinian scene through embroidering on women's
gowns, especially the revival of festive dresses of the cities of Jerusalem
and Jaffa.
3. 4 Suggestions for the future Palestinian embroidery development plan and its
success.
1. Charitable institutions and societies shall establish workshops to employ
the manpower in embroideries, thus increasing the desire of Palestinian
women for this work to increase their family income.
2. Conducting intensive technical courses that show the new generations what
the Palestinian embroidery is, its type, shape and colors for each city and
village.
3. Buying old dresses that have been embroidered for decades, and re-making
a new version of the dress in order to revive the traditional shape of the
stitch, and the shape of embroidery, especially in regional dresses of special
beauty.
4. Printing the necessary books in order to explain to women working in
embroidery the peasant stitch and to teach them how to do it correctly.
5. Encouraging the market to absorb Palestinian embroidery as embroidery
units on light industrial products such as plates and cups.
6. Encouraging modernity in embroidery without being a negative indicator
of the decline in original embroidery art as a symbolic value for the
Palestinian identity that we adhere to.
7. Inserting the peasant dress in the artistic paintings that express Palestinian
women, such as the artist Nabil Anani, who drew the Palestinian woman
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with her embroidered gown in his paintings, keeping in mind that other fine
artists did the same.
4. Data Collecting: Restrictions / Permissions for collecting and accessing it
4. 1 Approval of individuals, groups, and teams providing information (narrators)
and their participation in collecting data related to the Element.
Groups, teams, and even individuals involved in embroidery have indicated their
agreement to provide all information, documents, photographs, and videos related
to the Element. Evidence of their participation in the preparation of the inventory
list and the nomination file was submitted with the aim of registering it on the
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity / UNESCO,
such as letters of support for the Element 's inventory, signatures of approval to
do so, and heritage collection records.
4. 2 Date of data collection and its location:
Data and information and all material related to embroidery has been collected in
many Palestinian governorates, villages and countryside from 1/9/2018 to
3/31/2020. Also, data and information were collected from the Palestinian refugee
camps in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria.
Furthermore, data were collected from other countries that have Palestinian
communities in exile and diaspora.
5- References on the intangible cultural heritage Element:
1. Palestinian embroidery, "Al-Falahi Traditional Stitch", by Tania Tamari
Nasser and Widad Kamal Kawar.
2. Palestinian Popular Clothes: Authors: Sherif Kanaana, Nabil Alqam, Walid
Rabee, and Omar Hamdan. On behalf of In’ash El Usra Society, 1982.
3. The Palestinian Embroidery Stitches - A Treasure of stitches, 1850 - 1950
(in English) Written by Margarita Skinner in cooperation with Widad
Kawar, it is the first work to document all the different stitches according
to the source and the names used in the old garments.
4. Identity Threads: Preserving Palestinian clothing and heritage (in English),
written by Widad Kamal Kawar. It covers the history of Palestinian women
in the twentieth century written through folklore, with an emphasis on
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traditional garments, including weaving, rugs, Bedouin and peasant
customs, cuisine and ceremonies.
5. Palestinian Embroidery Art (in English), written by Laila Al-Khalidi. Laila
Al-Khaldi's work is concerned with defining and recording the history and
stitch of Palestinian craftspeople, craft students of folklore traditions. It is
an important step in preserving Palestinian heritage.
6. The traditional Palestinian dress: origin and development (in English),
written by Hanan Al-Munir. It is a beautiful celebration of Palestinian
design, color, and heritage
7. The Palestinian Dress (in English), written by Shelagh Weir. It examines
men's and women's clothing from the beginning of the nineteenth century
to the end of the twentieth century, and describes the main designs of
garments by geographical regions, their fabrics and each region decorative
pieces, linking them to the background of Palestinian life and culture in that
region.
8. Embroidery from Palestine (in English), written by Shelagh Weir. This
book focuses on the distinctive embroidery that flourished in the villages
of Palestine in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
9. The Palestinian Dress (in English), prepared by Jinan Rajab. In her book,
Jinan looks at the dress used by three separate groups: cities, peasants, and
Bedouins.
10. Palestinian dresses(in English and Arabic), between old and new, prepared
by Family Care Society /Jordan
11. Palestinian dresses (Arabic / English), prepared by In’ash El Usra Society
/Al-Bireh.
12. Palestinian Art of Embroidery Manual, written by Nabil Anani and
Suleiman Mansour, supervised by In’ash El Usra Society / Al-Bireh. The
book contains 642 embroidery veins, copied from Palestinian embroidery
motifs on dozens of pieces of Palestinian folk clothing.
13. Encyclopedia of Embroidery Art (Embroidery on Canvas - Embroidery on
Orphan cloths) Author: Ibrahim Marzouk.
14. The Ex Gold, a book written by Zahira Zaqatan.
15. Seventeen embroidery stitches from Palestine, a joint work contributed by
Tania Tamari Nasser, Omar Youssef Nasser Khoury, Shirab Yamada and
Widad Kamel Kawar.
16. Thobe of Life / Preparation Al Hanounah Cultural Society..
6. Data on the inventory process:
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6. 1 Person and entity in charge for classifying and introducing the Element
inventory.
Palestinian Ministry of Culture:
• Amani Al Junaidi / Director of the National Heritage Registry
amanijunidi@gmail.com
• Zahira Hamad / Head of Oral Heritage Collection Section
zahera.moc@gmail.com
• Sana Yahya / Director of the Traditional Crafts Department
yahia.sana@yahoo.com

Cooperation was carried out with the following institutions:
1. Tiraz museum for Arab Costume: It is the Museum of Arab Costume in
Amman, which is managed by Mrs. Widad Kawar. Over the years, she
collected more than a thousand Palestinian garments and old bedspreads
and pillows embroidered by Palestinian women.
2. The Palestinian Heritage Center in Bethlehem, a center that is concerned
with heritage and embroidery in particular, is managed by Mrs. Maha AlSaqa.
3. Heritage Preservation Center concerned with all forms of embroidery in
Bethlehem.
4. In’ash El Usra Society in Ramallah.
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